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We are entering a phase in which we shall see more functional genomics data and hear less hype. Despite the unprecedented volume of data being generated from individual experiments, rigorous, reproducable design must be the watchword, so that emerging technologies can be fairly evaluated. The traditional format of scientific publication cannot reflect the scope and depth of data being produced. Summaries of results and conclusions in publications are certainly of interest, but are not very useful for subsequent analysis or utilization of the data by others and may not even be adequate for effective peer review. A key issue regarding the access to data from publicly funded, genome-scale, functional analyses must be addressed. A great legacy of the structural genomics era is the philosophy and practice of the public release of data that we hope will carry over to the functional genomics age. The timely submission of expression data, for example, in some standard format independent of specific technique, would lead to the most effective analysis and utilization of the results by the scientific community.
Announcements of discoveries of diseaserelated genes often suggest that tests to predict people at risk of future disease will soon be available (1) . Few regulatory barriers stand in the way (Table 1A) . If a commercial or academic clinical laboratory wants to offer a genetic test service (whereby it receives specimens, analyzes them, and reports results), it must register under the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) and receive certification from the Health Care Financing Administration, which is the federal agency primarily responsible for the administration of CLIA (2) . The process is not expensive and causes no delays in offering tests. For an organization that wants to market kits that independent laboratories, health care providers, or consumers can use to perform the test, the process is longer and more complex (3) . In this case, the organization must first notify the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). If the test kit is not substantially equivalent to others already on the market, the FDA will require the organization to go through a premarket approval process during which it must collect data under an Institutional Review Board (IRB)-approved protocol to demonstrate that the test is clinically valid for the use intended by the manufacturer. Clinical validity includes determining test sensitivity and the predictive value of a positive test result (PVP) (4) . Few genetic tests emerging from genome discoveries are being marketed as kits today, primarily because of the complexities of the assays and the interpretations. Under CLIA, there are no requirements for demonstrating clinical validity, but in the certification process, each laboratory may be called on to provide data on the analytic validity of its tests (5) .
If the discovery of a disease-related gene provided sufficient information on a test's validity and other aspects of its effectiveness, this regulatory environment might be adequate. Seldom is this the case. First, the data collected on research subjects may not be representative of the findings in others at risk of the disease. Second, additional questions regarding the benefits and risks of testing, which are unlikely to be part of the original research, need to be considered. Under current regulations, the acquisition of sufficient data to warrant the transition of predictive genetic testing into health care cannot be ensured. More data must be collected in an investigative stage, during which results may be given to subjects (through their providers) if they have consented to participate and receive results. Before consenting, subjects must be informed of the questions the study is designed to answer and the potential risks and benefits.
The Task Force on Genetic Testing, was convened by the National Institutes of Health-U.S. Department of Energy (NIH-DOE) Working Group on Ethical, Legal, and Social Implications of Human Genome Research to review the state-ofthe-art of genetic testing in the United States and to make recommendations when necessary to ensure (i) development of safe and effective genetic tests, (ii) their performance in laboratories of assured quality, (iii) their appropriate use by health care providers and consumers, and (iv) the continued delivery of tests for rare diseases. The Task Force, representing a wide array of stakeholders, has just issued its final report, concluding that, for the most part, genetic testing for Mendelian disorders in the United States has developed successfully, providing options for avoiding, preventing, and treating inherited disorders (6) . However, problems arise in attaining each of the goals. Below we will consider the steps needed to establish the safety and effectiveness of a genetic test before it is incorporated into health care and the relevant Task Force recommendation (Table 1B) . In its report, the Task Force makes recommendations on the last three goals as well. The focus of the Task Force on potential problems in no way is intended to detract from the benefits of genetic testing. Its overriding goal is to recommend policies that will reduce the likelihood of damaging effects so the benefits of testing can be fully realized. ‡Member of the board of the National Breast Cancer Coalition.
Extrapolating from Research Findings
The original discovery of a disease-related gene is usually made in families with multiple affected relatives (7) . Subsequent study in other affected individuals often reveals additional inherited mutations capable of causing, or predisposing to, the disease (genetic heterogeneity) (8) . Consequently, tests capable of detecting only the original mutations will have low sensitivity when applied to other families or the general population. For common, complex disorders, other genetic as well as environmental factors may exacerbate the deleterious effects of an inherited susceptibility mutation, thereby affecting the penetrance of the allele. Consequently, the PVP in the families originally studied, in which these other factors may be aggregated (9), can be higher than in others with a less marked, or absent, family history of the disease (10) .
To ensure that adequate data are available to demonstrate a test's validity among a wider range of people than were involved in the early discovery studies, the Task Force recommends that "[a]nalytical sensitivity and specificity of a genetic test must be determined before it is made available in clinical practice" and that " [d] ata to establish the clinical validity of genetic tests . . . must be collected under investigative protocols." The Task Force stipulates that "[i]n clinical validation, the study sample must be drawn from a group of subjects representative of the population for whom the test is intended" and that "[f ]ormal validation for each intended use of a genetic test is needed" (6, p. 28).
Benefits and Risks
The benefits of some predictive genetic tests can be substantial. Screening of newborns permits the administration of prophylactic antibiotics in healthy appearing infants with sickle cell anemia and of lowphenylalanine diets in asymptomatic infants with phenylketonuria. In the first case, infant mortality is significantly reduced, and in the second, mental retardation can be prevented (11) . Testing for specific inherited mutations in the ret proto-oncogene in children at risk of familial medullary thyroid carcinoma (MTC) or multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2a can spare those found not to have inherited the mutation from frequent monitoring for early signs of MTC. In those who are found by testing to have inherited the mutation, prophylactic thyroidectomy eliminates the risk of thyroid cancer, which can be fatal (12) .
Unfortunately, relatively few interventions have yet been devised to improve the outcome of most Mendelian disorders (13) . When no effective treatments have been developed, carrier screening and prenatal diagnosis in couples at risk offer people options of avoiding the birth of children with very severe Mendelian diseases. For some common complex disorders identified by predictive testing, such as breast cancer, optimal modes of preventing or ameliorating disease have not yet proven to be riskfree or totally effective (14) .
Collecting evidence on the safety and effectiveness of potential interventions in people who have positive test results is more easily undertaken when tests are still in the investigative stage in which clinical validity is being assessed. Clinical trials and other methods studying effectiveness can be initiated simultaneously. Once the test is made available in medical practice, it will be far more difficult to organize studies, to involve providers (who can use the test without participating in a study), or to recruit subjects (15) . The Task Force believes that "[b]efore a genetic test can be generally accepted in clinical practice, data must be collected to demonstrate the benefits and risks that accrue from both positive and negative results" (6, p. 29).
The Task Force recognizes that for some disorders, collaborative studies will be needed to obtain answers on validity and utility efficiently. It calls on NIH and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to support consortia and other collaborative efforts to facilitate collection of data on the safety and effectiveness of new genetic tests (6, p. 35). It also calls for the creation and maintenance of a central repository of cell lines and DNA (without patient identifiers) that can be used by test developers in the validation of new tests, as well as in quality control after tests are developed (6, p. 53).
The Task Force also recognizes that the collection of data may take a long time and may deter the development of genetic tests. Once protocols are in place to address questions of clinical validity, safety, and effectiveness, and preliminary evidence justifies expanding testing, the test could be made widely available to providers and consumers on condition that they will adhere to the protocols-for example, by agreeing to be recontacted periodically or enrolling in clinical studies to assess post-test interventions. If the FDA has jurisdiction (for example, in the development of kits), it could grant conditional premarket approval and allow the developer to include a profit in its price, which it does not allow in a strictly investigational stage. The developer essentially agrees to continue to collect data proactively after the test is marketed (postmarket surveillance).
Genetic tests also have risks. Some genetic tests are imperfect predictors of future disease. The uncertainty is sufficiently troublesome to lead some people to forego testing (16) . Others, however, will want to be tested despite the uncertainly. Some who are tested may not foresee the impact on them of getting a positive test result for an untreatable condition (17) . On the other hand, in getting a negative result for a common complex disease, some people may not appreciate that they still are at risk of the disease. Problems of test uncertainty are not unique to predictive genetic testing. Providers and consumers may not be sufficiently aware of the imperfect validity of many tests.
The public is also concerned about other risks of genetic testing, notably genetic discrimination and invasion of privacy. These latter concerns have been considered recently (18) and will not be discussed further, except to say that before testing, people must be advised of them, as well as of the uncertainty of test results, so they can make an informed decision about being tested.
External Review
Researchers sometimes take it on themselves to collect some of the requisite information on validity, risks, and benefits before making a test available in health care or, when benefits are unclear, to introduce other safeguards. This was the case, for example, after the gene for Huntington disease was localized (19) . On the other hand, tests have been introduced into health care prematurely. Carrier screening for cystic fibrosis was made routinely available despite professional statements that clinical sensitivity was inadequate (20) . A commercial developer of genetic testing for inherited susceptibility to breast cancer made testing broadly available (21) without publishing its own preliminary data on test validity and despite statements from consumer and professional organizations that testing should remain investigative (22) . One company briefly made testing for apolipoprotein E4 (apoE4) available as a predictor of Alzheimer's disease (AD), in part prompting several professional societies to state that with poor PVP and no preventive modalities, such testing was inappropriate (23) .
Investigative studies are needed to ensure the collection of adequate data. IRBs are the most appropriate organizations to consider whether the scientific merit of protocols for the development of genetic tests warrant the risk to subjects who are invited to participate in investigative studies. The Task Force states that "[p]rotocols for the development of genetic tests that can be used predictively must receive the approval of an institutional review board (IRB) when subject identifiers are retained and when the intention is to make the test readily available for clinical use, i.e., to market the test. IRB review should consider the adequacy of the protocol for: (a) the protection of human subjects involved in the study, and (b) the collection of data on analytic and clinical validity, and data on the test's utility for individuals who are tested . . . Tests under development must be conducted in CLIA-certified laboratories if the results will be reported to patients or their providers" (6, p. 30). This applies to both academic and commercial test developers. The Task Force recognizes that the number of genetic tests being developed could overwhelm IRBs. Therefore, it recommends that tests be prioritized for review on the basis of characteristics such as their ability to predict future disease in healthy or apparently healthy people, their likely use for predictive purposes, and the absence of independent confirmatory tests (24).
Decisions about using new genetic or other tests are often left to individual physicians who seldom have access to data on a test's validity and utility. They and their patients would benefit from having an appraisal of such data, and indications for a test's use, by an organization independent of the test developer. Consequently, the Task Force recommends that test developers submit their validation and clinical utility data to independent external review. Such review (akin to technology assessment) can be undertaken by professional organizations, health care insurers (who will reimburse for the test), government agencies, and consensus panels (25). It is obviously an impossible task to subject all new predictive tests, even all predictive genetic tests, to external review. A scheme similar to the one for prioritizing IRB review is needed here as well.
To develop policies for the implementation of these and other of its recommendations, the Task Force calls on the Secretary of Health and Human Services to establish an advisory committee on genetic testing in the Office of the Secretary. Like the Task Force, its members should represent the various stakeholders in genetic testing and have strong liaison with government agencies. Few scientists engaged in basic gene discovery are likely to divert their efforts to clinical applications, such as test development. Through patents they may file or hold, however, they have a stake in test development. Moreover, in promoting their work, the claims they make about practical applications, either directly or in response to journalists' questions, may lead to public expectations that cannot be satisfied until additional studies are performed. Scientists can use their stature in our society to ensure that genetic testing will be safe and effective. 
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Sequencing the Human Genome
Lee Rowen,* Gregory Mahairas, Leroy Hood At the end of 1997, we are halfway through the time allotted for completing the Human Genome Project. The Human Genome Project aims to sequence the genomes of the human and selected model organisms, identify all of the genes, and develop the technologies required to accomplish these objectives. Significant progress has been made, particularly in identifying and mapping genes, developing a stable DNA-sequencing technology, and in building the computational tools required for the analysis of sequence data. Yet, the large-scale sequencing of the 3 billion base pairs of the human genome has barely begun ( Table 1) . Approximately 60 million base pairs have been analyzed to date. Of these, the longest contiguous stretch of human DNA sequence in a public database is less than 1.5 million base pairs (1). Here we discuss today's challenges for sequencing the human genome.
What Has Been Done So Far?
Gene identification. The expressed genes from hundreds of different human tissues have been partially sequenced after copying the messenger RNAs into complementary DNA libraries. About 800,000 of these socalled expressed sequence tags (ESTs) are available in public databases and at various Web sites (2) . These represent perhaps 40,000 to 50,000 genes of the estimated total of 70,000 to 100,000 human genes. ESTs from a variety of model organisms are also available.
Mapping. Mapping requires the identification of unique genome markers [for example, ESTs or sequence-tagged sites (STSs)] and their localization to specific chromosomal sites. STSs are unique addresses generated by polymerase chain reaction primers that amplify just a single chromosomal site. Three techniques have been used for marker localization: genetic mapping (generally 1-to 10-Mb resolution), fluorescence in situ hybridization (ϳ1-Mb resolution), and radiation hybrid mapping (down to 50-kb resolution). By means of these techniques, markers have been placed on average every 200 kb across the genome (3). Using STS landmarks to identify and order clones, researchers have constructed a framework physical map for most of the human genome from large inserts of human DNA cloned into yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs) in 1993 (4) . A genetic map with more than 5000 highly polymorphic simple sequence repeats is also available (5) .
Clone library construction. Human chromosomes cannot be sequenced directly. Rather, human DNA must be isolated, randomly fragmented, and cloned into vectors capable of stable propagation in a suitable host such as the bacterium Escherichia coli or yeast. Before sequencing, clones must be selected from libraries with chromosomal markers as probes, verified for their fidelity to the genome, and ordered in a minimal-overlapping tiling path spanning a portion of a chromosome. Several cloning systems with insert sizes varying from hundreds of base pairs to megabases have been successfully developed. The ideal clone library for genomic sequencing has the following features: (i) the clones are highly redundant, covering the entire human genome many times; (ii) the clone coverage is random and not biased toward or against specific regions of the genome; and (iii) the clones are stable, not subject to deletion or rearrangement during the propagation process. A signifi- 
